NPASCNA MOTION SUBMISSION FORM

DATE : 2-29-20

MOTION : To raise the amount of money for Activities Comm. to $550.

INTENT : So we don't have to go out of pocket to get things started

INITIATED BY : J.C.

SECONDED BY : John I.

For Secretary Use Only - Vote Count

IN FAVOR : 14 - Unanimous

OPPOSED :

ABSTAINED :

RESULT :
NPASCNA MOTION SUBMISSION FORM

DATE : 6-27-2020

MOTION : To donate $87.20 to Region to carry the message.

INTENT : To carry the message.

INITIATED BY : Russell/Simply Recovery

SECONDED BY : Paul/Atmosphere of Recovery

For Secretary Use Only - Vote Count

10 voting GSRS

IN FAVOR : 10 unanimous

OPPOSED :

ABSTAINED :

RESULT : PASS